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THULEMA
Thulema creates 21st century furniture for 21st century 

offices and public spaces. We follow and pay forward the 

high level of quality we have set for ourselves both when 

working with our clients and when making assembling 

and installing our furniture. 

THOR
Thor is a classic that has been part of the Thulema product 

range for over 15 years. Over this time, the needs, options 

and ways of working at one’s desk have remarkably changed.

Furniture must keep up with the times and Thor has managed 

to do that. With its durable and well thought-through design, 

and its strong structure and valuable materials, Thor has offered 

its users a smooth and elegant way to adjust to their new needs. 

As a solid and tested furniture, Thor proves time and again to 

be a beautiful and efficient solution for the working environment. 

Elaborate and dignified, Thor has become the favourite of hundreds 

of hard-working entrepreneurs in Estonia. They appreciate it for 

both its balanced nature and the values it represents.

Martin Pärn,
designer
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BROAD SELECTION
The Thor range consists of workstations created for highly variable  

needs. Perfectly in line with the developments of technology that 

keep reducing the amount of office equipment and the need for 

paper, the new workstations have also become narrower and smaller  

in design. This means more room for the other things that 

support your work.
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CREATED 
FOR WORK
The classic and minimalist Thor will always meet the expectations 

of both busy office bees and modern leaders for their elegantly 

laid-back furniture. 

Despite its modest and somewhat strict appearance, Thor’s carefully 

selected finishing materials allow you to create the right mood for either 

a serious space or a more light-hearted office.
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FUNCTIONALITY
The Thor range lets you create versatile workspaces through various individual touches based 

on the different needs of the people and the space itself. You can create countless original and 

practical workstations by combining desks with side and customer tables, cabinets and drawers.
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With the height adjustable desks, you can always choose a pleasant 

and comfortable working position.
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CONSTRUCTION 
AND MATERIALS
The Thor range is based on a strong steel frame that stands the test of time and 

guarantees the impeccable look of your furniture even after several office moves. 

The available finishes range from natural warm wood, oak and maple veneer to 

monochromatic melamine in different colours.
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